Plasmas widely used in microelectronics get a degree of ionization around 10 -4 . In these plasmas the neutral gas is normally considered as a background gas which doest not interact much with the plasma. However, when the degree of ionization is about 1% or beyond, a neutral depletion is appearing at the centre of the discharge, affecting drastically plasma transport. This phenomenon appears in high-electronic-density reactors such as inductively coupled plasmas, ICP helicon sources, and also in plasma thrusters, where the ionization stage aim at optimizing the ionization degree. We have developed a one dimensional steady state fluid model of the plasma [1], which includes neutral dynamics. With different boundary conditions, this model shows this effect of neutral depletion at the centre of the discharge, caused by electronic pressure which pushes neutrals against the walls. This phenomenon is enhanced when the neutral temperature is not considered as constant [2] . The figure 1 shows the neutral density in the reactor, normalized to the wall density. The dot line represents the classical ambipolar diffusion, when neutrals era just a background. The dash line is given by the model with the hypothesis of constant neutral temperature. The plain line is obtained when the energy equation on neutrals is considered. On figure 2, spatial profiles of relative neutral density at different times are plot. The legend gives the time difference between switching on the RF power and the measurements. These curves were obtained with 500 W of radiofrequency power, at a pressure of 1.33 Pa, and with a magnetic field of 8.4 mT. The magnetic field helps to increase electronic density at the centre, which is critical to see neutral depletion. Plasma ignition length can be seen in around 1 ms, Topic number:6
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